CUT PROTECTION
CUT PROTECTION

541
HIGH PROTECTION AGAINST CUTS AND ABRASION
Supple and light, the 541 provides a high degree of comfort when performing delicate tasks in dry and greasy handling
condition where the risk of cuts is high.

FEATURES
A flexible, light glove providing effective protection
against cuts and very resistant to abrasion
Protects the hand from oils and abrasion while
remaining elastic and breathable
Breathable back of hand to reduce perspiration
Level 3 cut resistance (EN388)
Minimal allergy risks
Designed for easy movement and continuous
wear
No irritation by seams in contact with the skin

CUT
LEVEL

3

VENDING
MACHINE

COMPATIBLE

SUITABLE FOR

CERTIFICATION

Typical Industries

Applications

 Automotive
 Construction
 Electronics
 Manufacturing
 Metal Industry

 Bodywork
 Electrical Appliance Assembly
 Precision Mechanics
 Stamping

EN388: 2003

4342

See overleaf for explanation
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541
PRODUCT INFORMATION
MATERIALS

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE
 Do not use in cases of chemical, electrical or thermal
risk

LINER:

HPPE

COATING:

Polyurethane

COLOUR

Black/Black

 Highly traction resistant gloves, do not use if there is
risk of being caught up in moving machines

LENGTH (mm)

215-265 (size dependent)

 Store away from light and humidity

CUFF STYLE

Elasticated

 Wash at 40°C max, using a neutral detergent
 Do not use with chemicals other than those tested
without prior trials

ORDERING DETAILS
SIZE

CODE

6/S

SHO5411

7/M

SHO5412

8/L

SHO5413

9/XL

SHO5414

10/XXL

SHO5415

PACKAGING

 Performance levels as per standard EN388 retained
after 3 washes, subject to variations linked to actual
usage conditions.

10 pairs per bag
200 pairs per case

CERTIFICATION LEGENDS
MECHANICAL
HAZARDS
EN 388
PERFORMANCE LEVELS
0-4
0-4 0-5 0-4
Puncture Resistance
Tear Resistance
Blade Cut Resistance
Abrasion Resistance

ABOUT GLOBUS
World leader in protecting hands, Globus serves organisations with bespoke hand protection solutions built from a professional range of high performance protective gloves.
Globus is proud to offer bespoke solutions that deliver robust commercial benefits not just safety improvements. We have an enviable track record in helping to
reduce hand accident rates whilst delivering improved comfort and productivity as well as waste and cost reductions.
Globus applies its expertise across a spectrum of industries, meeting and exceeding a diverse range of hand protection requirements; from the rigorous demands
of the petrochemical and construction industries to the complexities of clean room and aerospace manufacturing.
Find out why leading companies rely on a solution from Globus to help implement a comprehensive hand protection policy. Contact us today.

UK AND IRELAND

MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA

www.globus.co.uk

www.globusgroup.com/gcc

E: gloves@globus.co.uk
T: +44 (0)161 877 4747
F: +44 (0)161 877 4746

E: gcc@globusgroup.com
T: +971 4 882 9962
F: +971 4 882 9963
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